
Benjamin E. Mays IB World School 2020-21 Family Friendly SCIP  
 

Through rigorous intercultural and interdisciplinary studies, students will be empowered with the communication and 
leadership skills necessary to become productive global citizens who are inquiring, knowledgeable, and caring.  

Our SCIP (School Continuous Improvement Plan) is formed by staff and parents working together to review data, set 
goals, and create a plan for the year. The 2020-2021 school year will focus on Student Voice.  Our school-wide approach 
to Student Voice includes a commitment to Restorative Practices, inquiry-based learning (IB), opportunities for students 
to explain &  justify their thinking, and culturally responsive instruction grounded in relevance, relationships, and rigor. 
 

 
 

Literacy 
Daily learning 
tasks in literacy 
include: 

● Reading and Writing lessons 
● Word Study, including Phonics (grades k-2) or 

Words Their Way (grades 3-5) 
● Independent Reading 

 

This year, our SCIP focuses on implementing Guided Reading 

groups for all k-5 students. What is Guided Reading? 
 

● Small groups of students (usually 4-5) who are reading at a 
similar level, meet with their teacher twice/week. 

● Each week, the group will focus on one book, chosen and 
presented by the teacher. 

● Students learn and practice reading strategies, discuss what they 
read, complete word work, and practice writing. 

Math  
Daily learning tasks in math include: 

● Math Review or a Number Talk 
● Math lesson 
● Independent Practice 
● Using the ST Math App 

 
This year, our SCIP focuses on implementing Math Review or 
Number Talks daily. What is Math Review/Number Talks? 
 

● This block of time is used to support learning through building 
number sense, reviewing previously taught concepts, and 
supporting students in talking about math.  

● In a Number Talk, we emphasize student voice through 
encouraging students to explain and justify their thinking. 

 

 

Restorative Practices 
● Classroom teachers will lead community-building 

circles twice a day. 

This year, our SCIP focuses on implementing Restorative Circles 
daily. What are Restorative Circles? 
 

● Opening and closing circles provide ways of bringing classes 
together in which everyone is respected, heard and equal - no 
person is more important than anyone else. Circles open the 
possibility for connection, collaboration, and mutual 
understanding. Derived from aboriginal and native traditions, 
circles are built on caring relationships, positive expectation 
messages, and opportunities for meaningful participation. 
 

IB/PYP 
● Students learn through inquiry - asking questions 

to help them make sense of the world around 
them. 

● Concepts are connected across subject areas. 
● Students learn they are global citizens making 

changes in their world. 

 

As an IB School, every year we focus on implementing the PYP 
(Primary Years Program)  into our curriculum and teachings 
with your student.  Our focus for this year is new, enhanced IB 
Planners used by teachers. What will the enhanced IB Planners 
provide? 
 

● This will help create better delivery of the IB curriculum with a 
focus on inquiry. Inquiry is culturally responsive, nurturing 
interest and critical thinking by encouraging questions and 
exploration. 

 

The formal Mays SCIP can be found at spps.org/mays.  Translations are available upon request.  

https://www.spps.org/cms/lib/MN01910242/Centricity/Domain/433/Benjamin%20E%20Mays%20IB%20World%20SCIP%20-%20Public%20View%20.pdf

